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Vacuum cleaner Deerma DX600 (black)

Deerma DX600 upright vacuum cleaner
Soon every corner of your home will be sparkling clean. The Deerma DX600 upright vacuum cleaner operates at 600 Watts and offers
improved cyclonic technology to eliminate dust and waste in a flash. The included interchangeable brushes will also make cleaning easier
for you. The 4 stage filtration effectively removes dirt and allergens. Lightweight and handy, the long 4.5-meter cord makes the Deerma
DX600 suitable for both upright and handheld vacuum cleaning.
 
Reliable vacuuming
Dust, pollen, dust mites, hair and other debris not only pollute our homes, but also often trigger allergies. The DX600 can help you solve
these problems! Thanks to improved cyclonic technology, the suction power is increased up to 15,000 Pa. In addition, a steel mesh with
12,999 0.25 mm diameter holes prevents dust from clogging the filter for reliable performance.
 
The perfect floor brush
Now you can thoroughly vacuum the floors throughout your home. The DX600 is thin enough to easily get under furniture - it's less than
18mm thick.  It  also swivels  270°,  making it  easy to clean between chair  legs and in corners of  rooms.  Its  carefully  considered design
combined with the big suction power of the vacuum cleaner allows you to effectively eliminate even extremely stubborn dirt hidden in
crevices.
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4-stage filtration
With the DX600, you'll  not only vacuum your floors thoroughly, but also create a clean, safe environment in your home. The device is
equipped  with  a  4-stage  HEPA  filtration  system  that  effectively  traps  dust  particles  and  prevents  them  from  re-entering  the  air.  The
applied solutions will be appreciated especially by allergy sufferers and parents of small children.
 
2in1
Did you know that when you buy the DX600, you get 2 practical devices in one? The product can be used as a normal upright vacuum
cleaner  and a small  handheld vacuum cleaner.  This  makes it  ideal  not  only  for  vacuuming your  floors,  but  also for  cleaning furniture,
curtains and even your car. The DX600 is also extremely lightweight so it's easy to pick up. As a handheld it weighs only 1.4 kg and an
upright 2 kg. What's more, its ergonomic non-slip handle makes it easy to manoeuvre.
 
Interchangeable brushes included
To make it easier for you to thoroughly vacuum all the nooks and crannies, the kit includes additional interchangeable brushes. With the
crevice  brush,  you  can  easily  get  rid  of  dust,  for  example,  from  the  recesses  in  sofas  or  armchairs.  It  will  also  come  in  handy  when
cleaning narrow, hard-to-reach areas. The small cleaning brush makes it easy to vacuum furniture and uneven, delicate surfaces such as
keyboards or curtains.
 
For your safety
The DX600 vacuum cleaner will serve you well for a long time. It is made from high grade materials such as stainless steel, which makes
it extremely durable and resistant to wear and tear. It is also designed to effectively protect the motor from overheating and damage. A
special three-dimensional vent ensures efficient heat dissipation. It has been placed at the back so that the released air does not blow
into your face.
 
Large dust container
The Deerma DX600 vacuum cleaner is equipped with a large 0.8 litre dust container. To empty it, simply detach it from the device by
pressing the button. Then simply throw the waste into the garbage can - you won't even get your hands dirty! You can also wash the
tank under running water without any worries and reuse it after drying - this way you will prolong its life and avoid the multiplication of
bacteria.
 
W zestawie
Vacuum cleaner
Extension pipe assembly
Floor brush
User manual
Brush
Crevice brush
Brand
Deerma
Name
Vacuum cleaner
Model
DX600
Rated voltage / frequency
220-240V~ 50-60Hz
Rated power
600W
Dust tank capacity
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0.8l
Suction power
⩽15000Pa
Noise level
⩽82dB
Material
ABS / PC
Dimensions
252x238x1149mm
Weight
2kg

Price:

€ 41.00

Small appliances, Vertical vacuum cleaners
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